Artificial Intelligence-Based Classification of Breast Lesions Imaged With a Multiparametric Breast MRI Protocol With Ultrafast DCE-MRI, T2, and DWI.
We investigated artificial intelligence (AI)-based classification of benign and malignant breast lesions imaged with a multiparametric breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) protocol with ultrafast dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI, T2-weighted, and diffusion-weighted imaging with apparent diffusion coefficient mapping. We analyzed 576 lesions imaged with MRI, including a consecutive set of biopsied malignant (368) and benign (149) lesions, and an additional set of 59 benign lesions proven by follow-up. We used deep learning methods to interpret ultrafast dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI and T2-weighted information. A random forests classifier combined the output with patient information (PI; age and BRCA status) and apparent diffusion coefficient values obtained from diffusion-weighted imaging to perform the final lesion classification. We used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis to evaluate our results. Sensitivity and specificity were compared with the results of the prospective clinical evaluation by radiologists. The area under the ROC curve was 0.811 when only ultrafast dynamics was used. The final AI system that combined all imaging information with PI resulted in an area under the ROC curve of 0.852, significantly higher than the ultrafast dynamics alone (P = 0.002). When operating at the same sensitivity level of radiologists in this dataset, this system produced 19 less false-positives than the number of biopsied benign lesions in our dataset. Use of adjunct imaging and PI has a significant contribution in diagnostic performance of ultrafast breast MRI. The developed AI system for interpretation of multiparametric ultrafast breast MRI may improve specificity.